
you are the sound of droplets after the rain to me



mt fuji

pause me on a VHS player so i repeat up and down the
 screen dotted with black holes
 its already 837pm and 
id rather not let it get dark outside again
ive already seen it do that millions of times and 
to be honest it bores me
16hrs ago at 439am i stepped onto the wet concrete
outside barefoot skies were paling waterwash
and the smell of dawnbreak made me want to wake up 
every morning
at 439am when the animals move leaves about and the
condensation falls in thick blanketing sheets and it is
humid in the coldest possible way
put me up mt fuji next sunrise/sunset to
be obscured and muted in foreign water mist



moon

i am made of blocks and pixels
and im not even a light source just a 
space mirror for the real thing
everyone outshines me 
no one wants to visit me in person
i am an uninhabitable desolate specimen
drifting space rock without any
destiny



free youth?

i might write a novel called 
'on the dirt track gravel road'
the plot is lost in poor weather
and red wine to pass the time
on a crowded desk of swan filters and
empty bottles sticky with spirits and coffee stains
i sit on cardboard because the bed is wet with alcohol
is this what the free youth would do feel and act upon?
the only time i go outside is to smoke when the room is humid
to feel cold air in my lungs for two times daily
is the free youth a lie like free speech and a free lunch?
or a spiritual state of post rebellion blues



atoms

ive seen ink blossoming in a pure glass of water
resisting and moving in a chaotic pattern
ive seen stars flare ultranova black lighting
and post-mushroom cloud upside 
down in a shot-
glass window-
splintering white hot lightning
of ten million atoms in the bottom of
 a glass in my hand 



city limit

this year i will inhale the black smog of the city
and it will live inside me
breeding the ‘city cynic’ aesthetic
‘tainted suit and tie’ aesthetic
i’ll be uncomfortable staying in one place too long
or waiting in others or being rushed around
nothing seems right for anyone
wherever they are
the black smog      mutates aesthetic to lifestyle



blades of grass
 
a pink body of liquid
is suspended in cascade by a rainbow oil stained dishwasher salt glass
atop a coaster which depicts a brown cat with yellow eyes
a pound shop birthday present from one of my friends reads:
‘the best things in life have fleas’
i feel dehydrated and itchy from cutting the grass
my throat feels sharp and uninhabitable
as if made from splintering wood like that 
dull ache in the back of your head you get before you cry which is
only alleviated by actually crying



dream

build me a lighthouse looking over the dead sea
and we can live inside near the big lightbulb to
keep warm when it is inevitably cold on the
dying winter bitter flurries of expansive
spore-storms which impregnate warm weather
with icy cores harder than a neutron star
but the lightbulb will stay on (dont get too close
to it) unless the electricity short circuits and
loops to infinity and our small mattress on the floor
will freeze over and the springs will rust we can
elope onto a boat directed at the sun or earths core
which ever is warmer and more inviting



untitled

a sports field at 5am
the sun is coming up
i kick dew from my trainers with people i dont know
and worry about sleep loss

everything looks asleep in the world
when everyones in bed
dim light windows pink sky limbo
the suburbs are asleep

and they will wake up with disdain 
i felt free
alone
and timelessly trapped
i never came there again
and this was three months back



stones

so we sit in her back garden at night
well
you sit because the bench only has room for two
and i stand as she chain smokes (breathing grey onto black)
and complains about egotistical people
whilst admitting to having bought fifty shades of grey
i sigh and stand awkwardly with my weight all on one foot
and you will say something which would imply i am pretentious about 
books 
we all sigh and want to leave



three haikus

I

you will not leave earth
you will be worms and soil,
soil and birds and leaves

II

come and visit please
i miss your eyes again
deep green peaceful eyes

III

you will help trees grow
and end up as dirt on coins
two sides to all things



afterword

you are a poet
you even are a poem
to me anyway
you will live on
in indirect acknowledgment 
and never even know that you had
two lives - how cute and unassuming
you might even read it and not realise
that would be the best and i would
subconsciously smile



3 haikus pt 2

I

i am more human
when i am anonymous
no one can know me

II

this is strange i think:
night makes people less human
i feel for you all

III

you are so human
so distant and out of reach
you know me too well






